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Abstract

Teamwork is challenging in cooperative digital

games, especially between strangers. In many online

cooperative games, teams have a short-lived existence

and ever-changing membership. Our study explores

how short-lived, ad hoc teams of strangers communicate

and investigate its effect on team performance. We

use the commercial cooperative digital game, Portal

2 and analyse 2256 text message instances produced

by teams during a 45-minute interaction. Our

findings show that team communication is negatively

related to performance, and affects performance over

and beyond prior experience. A content analysis

shows that teams generally have higher task-related

communication than socio-emotional communication.

This pattern is consistent throughout the duration of

the interaction period. The results are discussed in the

context of previous research on team communication

and performance, and we draw parallels with

communication patterns in real-world groups such as

aviation crews.

1. Introduction

Digital games have evolved in waves over the

past forty years. From the first, simple, text-based

adventures, contemporary games have transformed into

a plethora of types and genres to accommodate a vast

global and inter-generational audience [1]. Today,

games span the range from the original text-based

format to three-dimensional worlds covering thousands

of square kilometres of virtual real estate with millions

of people interacting online.

Besides their entertainment purpose, digital games

have become an avenue for people to develop social

connections and make new ones [2, 3, 4]. For example,

after lockdown measures were introduced globally

during the start of the 2020 coronavirus pandemic,

Microsoft reported a 130% increase in multiplayer

gaming and 23 million new friendship connections made

over their Xbox Live service from March to April 2020

[5]. Additionally, a recent report shows that multiplayer

titles, especially those with cooperative elements, are

well-represented in the 20 most popular PC games [6].

This shows how important the social aspects of digital

games, e.g. interacting with others in some way, are to

game success.

Our study focuses on cooperative games.

Cooperative games range from simple two-player,

fully cooperative environments like Portal 2 and Ibb &

Obb, to more complex games with teams of five or six

players in mixed cooperative-competitive environments

like League of Legends and Counter Strike. Regardless

of the complexity, or presence of competitive elements,

one of the core challenges presented by cooperative

games is to effectively work together.

Within cooperative games, our study specifically

investigates online teams of strangers. With over 2.5

billion players worldwide [7], playing with strangers is

common in online multiplayer games. In cooperative

games, working effectively as a team of strangers is

challenging. The familiarity that comes with preexisting

relationships makes it easier to predict the actions,

behaviours and mental models that a teammate might

have. However, when there is no familiarity, teams of

strangers can easily run into problems of coordination

and communication [8, 9].

Due to the large player base, many online

cooperative games employ some form of automatic

matchmaking to help players find teams and join games

quickly [10]. As a result, a team’s existence is usually

constrained by the duration of the game. This short-lived

existence (e.g. 15-45 minutes) further challenges teams’

ability to develop processes that facilitate effective

teamwork. This unique context invites questions

about the underlying mechanisms supporting effective

teamwork in ad hoc teams of strangers.

To this end, we investigate team communication



between strangers, specifically text chat, using the

commercial puzzle-solving game Portal 2 [11]. We

focus on team communication because it is necessary

for teamwork – it is the means by which team

members combine their knowledge, coordinate actions,

and develop affective relations [12, 13]. As such, it

provides an index of the emerging dynamics in the

team and its subsequent impact on performance and

personal relations. We selected Portal 2 (description

in Section 3) because it allows us to focus on the

communication between two strangers in a controlled

manner. Since Portal 2 focuses solely on going from

point A to point B without distractions, any observed

communication effects can be more clearly attributed to

player behaviour. By investigating team communication

in this context, we hope to advance our understanding of

what makes effective ad hoc teams of strangers.

2. Related Work

Communication and performance: Team

communication as a predictor of performance has been

studied widely outside of digital games. Theoretically,

communication enables team members to send and

receive information regarding the environment, to

formulate strategies, make decisions and coordinate

actions [14]. Its role in enabling team processes makes

team communication a key determinant of performance.

This has been confirmed in a recent meta-analysis on

150 studies containing over 9000 teams, showing that

communication is significantly and positively (ρ = 0.31,

95% CI [0.23, 0.30]) related to team performance [15].

Although the meta-analysis did not include teams in

digital games, we expect to find a similar relationship

since a variety of team types were included in the

analysis.

H1: Team communication will be

positively related to performance

Communication content: The relationship between

communication and performance might be moderated

by the communication content. While there are

nuances, communication in groups can generally be

categorised as task-oriented or socio-emotional (or

relational) [16]. Socio-emotional content develops the

climate or atmosphere within a team, which can have an

influence on teams’ progress on a task, but task-oriented

content is likely to have a direct link as it pertains to

‘getting the job done’ [14]. Thus, we hypothesise:

H2: Task-oriented communication

will be more strongly related to

performance compared to socio-emotional

communication.

In teams of strangers with short-lived interactions,

we also expect communication to be mostly

task-oriented. Previous research investigating the

communication content in digital game teams has found

higher socio-emotional compared to task-oriented

communication [17, 18, 19], owing to the recreational

nature of games. Socio-emotional content made up

50% of communication in a study of Counter Strike

teams, with 25% of content relating to game strategy

[17]. Similar findings were observed in a study of

Jedi Knight II players [18]. However, we expect the

opposite pattern because our study focuses on teams

of strangers, whereas these studies have investigated

long-term groups and teams. When future interaction is

expected, individuals tend to engage in more positive,

and relational forms of communication [20].

Although digital games are inherently recreational

and playful environments, the formation and life span

of the team will influence social interactions. Research

on zero-history computer-mediated work groups have

generally observed higher task-oriented communication

if the team has been formed for a short-term,

time-sensitive purpose [20]. Parallels can also be

drawn with real-world teams with similar structure (i.e.

zero-history, short-lived, time sensitive), such as crisis

teams and airline crews.

The higher levels of task-oriented communication

observed in these ‘swift starting action teams’ is

attributed to the task- and performance-driven

environment that the teams operate in [21, 22].

These teams work under evident time pressure and

have to perform almost immediately upon formation.

While the playful nature of games suggests that higher

levels of socio-emotional content would be observed in

teams of strangers in digital games, we expect that the

short-lived nature of the team functioning in a problem

solving environment (Portal 2) will engender higher

task-oriented communication.

H3: Team communication will be more

task-oriented than socio-emotional

3. Method

Participants: 66 participants, comprising

university students and staff members, were

recruited via advertisements and word of mouth.

The call-for-participants advertisement noted that the

study was open to people with any experience level

of digital games and was not exclusively focused on

‘gamers’.

23 participants identified as female, 1 identified as

non-binary, and 42 identified as male (M = 21.9 years

old, SD = 6.51, range = 18-64 years old). Participants



were placed in 33 two-person teams, where they were

matched based on availability, and where possible, their

level of experience with the game.

Level of experience was based on the number of

hours participants reported previously having played

either Portal 1 or Portal 2. In almost half the sample

(42%), the more experienced participant in the team had

spent at least 50% more time on the game than the less

experienced participant.

Portal 2 Cooperative Mode: Portal 2 is

a three-dimensional, ‘first person perspective’

puzzle-solving digital game. It has a single player

mode and a two-player, cooperative mode. This study

refers to the cooperative mode when using the term

Portal 2.

Portal 2 is easy to learn. As such, it is suitable

for people with varying levels of experience with

digital games. In Portal 2, each level is a puzzle.

Successfully solving each puzzle means that the team

is able to get from the start to the end of the level.

Throughout the levels, players need to move items

to specific positions, time their actions and move in

turns. Players use ‘portals’ to carry out these actions

(Figure 1). Hence, advancing through the levels require

cooperation, communication and coordination. This

allows us to investigate dyadic social interactions in a

relatively naturalistic manner.

Figure 1. Adapted from Schute, Ventura and Ke

[23]. Illustration of the core mechanic in Portal 2 –

creating portals. Players create two separate portals

that allow them to move between surfaces: a blue

portal to enter and a yellow portal to exit.

There are three ways to communicate in Portal 2 –

using text chat, voice chat and in-game communication

mechanics like‘pings’, and ‘gestures‘. ‘Pings’ are

semantically imbued, task-oriented, attention-focusing

tools while ‘gestures’ are socio-emotional animations

[24]. For this study, participants were only

allowed to communicate using text chat and in-game

communication mechanics. This was to ensure full

anonymity between participants. This paper focuses on

text chat analysis.

Procedure: This study was approved by the Ethics

Committee of the Department of Psychology. The

goal of the experimental setup was to maintain full

anonymity between players, similar to the situation in

online digital games. To achieve this, team members

were emailed separately and were told different arrival

times. This was to minimise the chance of players

encountering each other in-person. Upon arrival,

participants were sat in separate rooms with all windows

covered.

Participants were given an information sheet

detailing the aims of the study and provided

informed consent. Participants were told that voice

communication was disabled but that they could

communicate with their teammate via text chat. Sticky

notes containing information about controls such as

moving, jumping, chatting and interacting with items in

the game were stuck around the computer. This was to

aid inexperienced participants.

All teams started from the Portal 2 tutorial level and

were given 45 minutes to play through the game. Upon

completion, participants were thanked and were shown

out of the lab separately.

Bales’ Interaction Process Analysis (IPA): Text

chat instances were coded using Bales IPA [16]. An

‘instance’ represents separate lines of text chat sent by a

player (see Table 1).

Table 1. Sample of coded text chat instances. Each

row is an instance and each instance is assigned a

code that corresponds to the coding scheme.

player Sentence Code

1 go ahead 4

2 k 3

1 woo teamwork 1

2 what are we doing? 9

1 it only opens briefly 6

Bales IPA was developed to understand the

underlying processes that drive group interaction [16].

It consists of 12 categories that make up 4 higher-order

categories: (1) Socio-emotional: Positive Reactions,

(2) Task area: Attempted Answers, (3) Task area:

Attempted Questions, (4) Socio-emotional: Negative

Reactions. During the years, Bales IPA has faced

some criticism for not accounting for communication

content that contains multiple processes [25]. We

acknowledge this criticism; we selected it because its

higher-order categories provide a succinct summary of

the verbal communication processes observed during the

interaction between strangers in a cooperative task. This

enables us to understand how communication processes

might affect team performance and the overall dynamics



in the team. To mitigate the limitations of Bales IPA,

communication instances were coded based on their

primary purpose.

Bales IPA has also been found to be suitable

for the digital game context, although it is missing

some categories that are typically observed in

computer-mediated interactions. For example,

communication content that is intended to correct

for message errors (e.g. typos) and communication

content that is not immediately related to the task.

Nonetheless, it has been successfully used to investigate

the presence of socio-emotional and task-oriented

communication produced by players in a multiplayer

game [18]. 14 categories in total were used to code

the text communication between strangers in Portal 2

(Figure 2).

4. Results

4.1. Communication and Performance

We first analysed the relationship between team

communication and performance. Team communication

was operationalised as communication frequency.

Performance was operationalised as the number of levels

completed by the team. The tutorial level was not

included in this analysis because the level was meant

to teach participants how to interact with the game

environment. Levels that were partially completed were

also not included. The mean levels completed was M =

6.15, SD = 4.26.

A negative correlation between team communication

and performance was observed, ρ = -0.36, p <.038

(Figure 4). While our findings provide support for

the link between team communication and performance,

the observed negative effect is opposite to the direction

found in Marlow and colleagues’ [15] meta-analysis.

Hypothesis 1 (Team communication will be positively

related to performance) is not supported. Note that

a non-parametric correlation was used due to the

differential distance between game levels in terms of

difficulty (e.g. getting from level 10 to 11 is not the

same as getting from level 1 to level 2).

4.2. Communication Content

To analyse the communication content, three coders

independently coded all the data. One team was

removed from the analysis because they did not produce

any textual communication (n = 32). Fleiss’ kappa

showed that there was good agreement between the

raters κ = 0.69 (95% CI, 0.68 to 0.70), p<.005 [26, 27].

We ran a correlation to test Hypothesis 2

(Task-oriented communication will be more strongly

1

2

Shows	solidarity,	seems	friendly,	raises
other's	status,	give	help,	reward

Shows	tension	release,	jokes,	laughs,show
satisfaction

3 Agrees,	concurs,	complies,	shows	passive
acceptance

4

5

Gives	suggestion,	direction	to	engage	with
task

Gives	opinion,	evaluation,	analysis,
expresses	feeling

6 Gives	factual	observations,	experiences	and
information,	repeats,	clarifies,	confirms

7

8

Asks	for	factual	observations,	experiences
and	information,	repeats,	clarifies,	confirms

Asks	for	opinion,	evaluation,	analysis,
expresses	feeling

9 Asks	for	suggestion,	direction	to	engage
with	task

10

11

Disagrees,	shows	passive	rejection,	witholds
help

Shows	tension,	confusion,	frustration,	asks
for	help

12 Shows	antagonism,	unfriendly,	deflates
other's	status,	defends	or	asserts	self
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14 correction	of	communication	errors/spelling
mistake
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Figure 2. Description of codes used and the

categories they represent. Code 1-12 is based on

Bales IPA, code 13-14 are additional categories for

error corrections and non-task related conversation.

related to performance compared to socio-emotional

communication). Task-oriented communication, ρ

= -0.54, p <.001 had a stronger correlation with

performance than socio-emotional communication, ρ

= -0.14, p <.446, although the relationship between

socio-emotional communication and performance is not

significant. Hence, Hypothesis 2 is partially supported.

We then analysed the differences in communication

content frequencies. Of the 2256 communication

instances, the most frequent categories were giving

suggestions/directions (25%, code 4), showing

friendliness (16%, code 1), sharing observations

and experiences (12% , code 6), and giving opinions

(11%, code 5). There was no negative, unfriendly or

hostile communication (code 12) (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Frequency of communication categories.

When the codes are grouped into their respective

higher-order categories (see Figure 2) we find that

communication is most frequently used for task-related

purposes (Table 2). The frequency of task-related

communication (asking questions and giving answers)

was almost double of socio-emotional communication

(59% vs 34%), Hypothesis 3 (Team communication

will be more task-oriented than socio-emotional) is

supported.

Table 2. Distribution of Higher-Order Categories in
Team Communication

Category % total comms.

Socio-emotional: Positive 31%

Task: Answers 48%

Task: Questions 11%

Socio-emotional: Negative 3%

Additional 7%

4.3. Additional Analyses

Level of Experience, Performance and

Communication: In addition to the hypothesis

testing above, we explored the effect of experience

on team performance. All 33 teams were included

in this part of the analysis. Since we did not create

novel Portal 2 chambers, participants with previous

experience with the game will not only be more familiar

with the mechanics, but will likely remember the

solutions to the puzzles. This may influence team

performance, communication and the relationship

between communication and performance.

The level of experience in a team was

operationalised as the sum of number of hours

that each participant had previously spent on Portal (1
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Figure 4. Top: A significant negative correlation

between team communication and performance, ρ =

-0.36, p <.038. Bottom: A significant positive

correlation between level of experience and

performance, ρ = 0.76, p <.001. 95% confidence

interval is indicated by shading around the line.

or 2). The mean level of experience (hours) in a team

was M = 13.97, SD = 15.38. A strong and significant

relationship between the level of experience in a team

and performance was found ρ = 0.76, p <.001 (Figure

4). The strong correlation suggests that the level of

experience within a team might affect communication.

However, no significant correlation between the level

of experience within a team and volume of team

communication was found.

Given the strong correlation between experience

and performance, we investigated the effect of

communication, controlling for level of experience.

Since task-oriented communication had a stronger

correlation to performance than total communication,

we used only task-oriented communication for this



analysis.

Before running the analysis, the independent

variables were examined for collinearity. Results

of the variance inflation factor (all less than 2.0),

and collinearity tolerance (all above 0.8) suggest that

multicollinearity was not a concern. An inspection of

the P-P plot and the scatter plot of residuals indicate

that the data also met the assumptions of normality and

homoscedasticity. A hierarchical linear regression was

run.

In the first step of the regression, only level

of experience within a team was included as a

predictor of performance. This model was statistically

significant, F(1, 31) = 28.30, p<.001, and explained

48% of the variance in performance. In the second

step of the regression, level of experience within a

team and task-oriented communication were included

as predictors of performance. The second model

was also statistically significant, F(2, 30) = 22.85,

p<.001, and explained 60% of variance in performance.

Task-oriented communication explained an additional

13% of variance in performance, after controlling for

experience (R2 Change = 0.126, F(1,30) = 9.57, p

<.005). These findings indicate that communication

contributes to team performance, over and above prior

experience.
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Figure 5. Comparison of total team communication

and the percentage of communication attributed to

the more talkative team member. Team 7 did not

produce text chat.

4.4. Communication Dynamics

We then explored the communication dynamics.

Teams differed in their volume of communication

and levels of communication dominance. 20 teams

had above 60% communication dominance by the

more talkative player (see Figure 5), suggesting that,

in general, one team member was producing more

communicative instances than the other.

Figure 6. Frequency of higher-order communication

categories over time. Communication related to

giving instruction was the most frequent throughout

the interaction, but high levels of positive reactions

indicate a positive, cooperative team climate.

We also investigated whether the frequency of

communication categories changed over time. One

might expect task-oriented communication to decrease

as teams become more familiar with the game

mechanics. Similar to Section 4.2 Communication

Content, only teams with text communication (n =

32) was used for this analysis. Figure 6 shows that

the distribution of the frequency of categories remains

relatively stable throughout the interaction. There

is much more communication related to providing

information compared to asking for information, and

the valence of communication is highly positive.

Together, these communication patterns indicate that

team members are constantly giving unsolicited

suggestions/information. The high level of friendliness

and absence of negative communication indicates a

positive and cooperative climate.



4.5. Summary

In ad hoc teams of strangers, (text) communication

and performance seem to be negatively linked, i.e.

teams that communicate less perform better. Although

the direction of effect is opposite to previous research

[15], it supports the communication-performance

relationship. Additional analysis showed that

communication explains 13% of variance in

performance in teams of strangers, above and beyond

prior experience.

In line with observations of communication

in real-world ad hoc teams, and zero-history

computer-mediated work groups, we found higher

levels of task-oriented communication compared to

social communication. This is in contrast to previous

research indicating that higher socio-emotional

communication is expected due to the recreational,

playful nature of digital games [18, 19].

Our exploratory analysis of communication

dynamics indicated that team communication was

dominated by one team member. Nonetheless, the

high level of positive socio-emotional communication

suggests that the climate in teams were generally

positive and cooperative.

5. Discussion

By looking at team communication, our study takes

a small step towards understanding the underlying

mechanisms supporting effective teamwork in ad hoc

teams of strangers in digital games. It also highlights

the unique context of digital games – which has both

recreational and performance-driven purposes – and

whether theories of team effectiveness, which is largely

based on work teams, applies.

Beyond digital games, our study highlights the

value of off-the-shelf games as research tools for

studying team dynamics. We show that by analysing

communication, even during a short 45-minute

interaction, rich and complex social interactions can

be observed. These observations serve as objective

indicators of the emerging dynamics in a team, and how

it relates to various outcomes like performance. Using

off-the-shelf games and conducting communication

analysis are some of the recommendations that have

been made to advance research on team process

dynamics [28]. We discuss our findings in the next

sections.

5.1. Team Performance

The strongest predictor of performance, accounting

for 48% of variance, was the level of experience

participants had with Portal 2. This is expected since we

used default rather than custom levels. Participants with

previous experience are familiar with the mechanics and

may already know the solutions. This gives teams with

more experienced players the upper hand.

However, team (task) communication explained an

additional 13% of the variance. If this relationship is

causal, it implies that improving task communication

efficiency can positively impact performance. Indeed,

this is the case for aviation crews where training

resources have primarily been directed to improving

team communication processes rather than improving

individual expertise [21, 29]. This suggests that

designing systems that help players communicate more

efficiently may help players who are strangers work

better together.

The direction of effect between communication and

performance was surprising. A possible explanation

for the negative relationship is the influence of the

situation’s temporal urgency, which was not included

as a moderator in the communication-performance

meta-analysis [15]. Since the experimental task was

time sensitive, time spent deliberating reduced available

time for executing actions.

Digital games also provide quick feedback loops on

actions. Thus, teams with less communication might

have higher performance because they spend more

time trying possible solutions rather than discussing.

Discussion may only be required when teams encounter

difficulty and difficult levels impair performance. Toups

and colleagues [30] made a similar observation in

communication improvements of firefighting teams. An

improvement in team coordination and performance

was related to a reduction in verbal communication.

Since the combined level of experience is strongly

correlated with performance, it also suggests that in

more experienced teams, players tend to type less and

act more.

Another possible explanation for the direction of the

relationship is that our analysis did not include in-game

communication mechanics. Digital games have various

in-game communication mechanics that allow players

to communicate information by directly using the

game system [24]. In-game communication mechanics

allow players to communicate more efficiently [24].

For example, non-linguistic ‘pings’ are used to direct

attention to a certain location in the environment and

may convey meaning and intention.

In a study comparing the effect of different

communication mediums on performance in Portal

2, participants reported how in-game communication

mechanics helped them elaborate information quickly

[31]. On the contrary, explicit communication like



text chat has high communication overhead – ‘the

cost in terms of time, cognitive bandwidth, and

technological bandwidth of sharing information with

other team members.’ [24]. Although useful for

explanations,conveying information via text chat takes

longer than using in-game communication mechanics

like ‘pings’, where information can be communicated

using a single mouse click.. This suggests that

the direction of the communication-performance

relationship may be positive if in-game communication

mechanics were included in the analysis. However,

it might be that communication has a curvilinear

relationship with performance such that communication

is beneficial until teams know how to implicitly

coordinate. Some evidence may be drawn from the

team that was removed from the communication

analysis. Despite having no text chat, the team

completed 11 levels (the highest number of levels

completed is 13).

5.2. Communication Content

In contrast to previous research on communication

content during cooperative play [17, 18, 19], we

found a higher volume of task-oriented communication

compared to socio-emotional communication. It

is possible that Pena and Hancock [18], who

also used Bales IPA, observed the opposite trend

(77% socio-emotional communication, 23% task

communication) because their sample were members

of the same ‘clan’. Clan members have ongoing

relationships, which would manifest in the way they

communicate with each other – exhibiting greater

positive communicative behaviour to maintain cohesion

and satisfaction within the group [32]. Hence the

difference between our findings may be attributed to the

absence of prior relations and absence of anticipation

of future relations. Similar patterns have been observed

in ‘pick-up groups’ in World of Warcraft [32] and are

alluded to in an interview study of interacting with

strangers in League of Legends [33].

The communication patterns in our findings more

closely reflect the dynamics in ‘swift starting action

teams’ such as airline crews [22] and military teams

[34]. Communication tends to be highly task-oriented

because these teams do not assume preexisting

socio-emotional ties [21, 22, 34]. However, we suspect

that the communication dynamics would be different

if teams of strangers were not in a time sensitive,

performance-focused environment. Hence, it is possible

that the interaction between team characteristics – a

team comprised of strangers, and task characteristics –

highly interdependent and requiring immediate action,

may be driving the observed dynamics. Nonetheless,

in digital games where ad hoc teams of strangers had

to perform immediately, communication is likely to be

predominantly task-oriented until the team disbands.

On a separate note, since digital games support

the development of new social connections [5] and

cooperation has been found to facilitate friendship

development [35], this could mean that the degree

to which strangers effectively collaborate might forge

bonds that turn into friendship. Therefore, if we design

systems that facilitate more effective collaboration

between strangers, it could not only benefit performance

but influence the development of social ties between

players who are strangers.

5.3. Communication Dynamics

The high volume of communication related to giving

information relative to communication related to asking

for information throughout the interaction suggests that

players may be giving unsolicited information. While

this can be perceived and received negatively, the

high level of positive socio-emotional communication

throughout the game, indicates a positive team climate.

This may be attributed to the environment – teams

operated in a context with no competitive element,

where cooperation was obviously the only route to

success. Hence it is in the team’s interest to foster a

cooperative environment, which manifests as high levels

of positive socio-emotional communication.

Another possibility is that early interactions had set

the tone for subsequent interactions. When teams have

no prior history, early interactions set the expectation

for future behaviour [36]. These interactions tend

to persist and have pronounced effects of subsequent

communication [37, 38]. Jung and colleagues [38], for

example, predicted team performance up to 6 months

in advance using just 15 minutes of data on interaction

dynamics from 30 teams. Given that digital games offer

immediate feedback on actions, it is possible that the

early positive and cooperative interactions has set the

expectation for subsequent interactions.

5.4. Limitations and Future Work

By investigating communication dynamics, the work

presented here extends previous research on the social

interactions between strangers in team-based digital

games but carries some limitations.

Firstly, although our sample size is larger than some

previous studies examining communication in Portal 2

(e.g. n = 20; [31]), it is still relatively small. A power

analysis using G*Power [39] shows that a sample of

33 two-person teams, and effect size of |0.36| for the



correlation between communication and performance

provides 0.57 power. Our findings should therefore be

interpreted with caution and a larger sample size would

improve statistical significance.

Our findings present only a partial picture of

team communication dynamics since in-game

communication mechanics were not incorporated

into our analysis. By including the different modalities

of communication, for example, voice chat and pings, a

more comprehensive understanding of the relationship

between communication and performance can be

gained. For example, we hypothesise a positive

relationship between ‘pings’ and team performance

given that it reduces communication overhead, and

allows information to be conveyed quicker than typing.

Nonetheless, investigating text chat has provided some

insight into the potential issues that inexperienced

players face when using communication systems. It

also highlights the type of communication that players

would find most useful when working with strangers.

Our study also had a wide range of expertise

which was useful in that it provided a wide spread

of performance. However, it may have swamped

the potential effects of personality and individual

differences in communication ability. Further studies

may try to use players with a smaller range of expertise

– perhaps only recruiting novices. Having similarly

experienced team members would enable us to address

questions on how the level of expertise in a team

influences communication patterns, as there is some

evidence that it does [30]. These limitations imply that

our findings may only reflect situations where there is an

obvious experience gap between team members.

Finally, our findings need to be understood within

the context of a highly cooperative environment of

Portal 2 where there is no competitive element. The

presence of competition, either internal or external,

may change the communication content and dynamics.

To be able to design systems that encourage positive

interactions, good teamwork and minimise toxicity, all

potential input sources (i.e. individual characteristics,

task characteristics and communication modalities) need

to be investigated. Nonetheless, our findings on textual

communication dynamics in Portal 2 shows that in this

context, where teams are comprised of strangers in a

one-off interaction, communication tends to be highly

task-oriented and positive.

6. Conclusion

To better understand how ad hoc teams of strangers

in digital games cooperate effectively, we investigated

team communication. In contrast to the literature,

we find that communication is negatively related to

performance. Nonetheless, communication is an

important factor of team performance above and beyond

prior experience or expertise, accounting for 13%

in variance explained. This suggests that teamwork

between strangers can be improved by designing

systems that facilitate more efficient communication.

Team communication between strangers also tends to be

more task-oriented. While in contrast to prior research

on the communication content in digital game groups

and teams, it more closely reflects communication in

temporary teams in competitive cooperative games,

zero-history computer-mediated work groups, and

real-world ‘swift starting action teams’ like flight crews

and crisis teams. Our study sheds light on the potential

mechanisms through which communication influences

performance and possibly, the development of social

ties in teams of strangers. It moves us closer to

the ultimate goal of designing systems that facilitate

productive collaboration and positive experiences with

strangers during play.
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